
Work with us
We know that joining a new team is a huge deal and you need to be sure
that you’re making the right decision.

We’ve proven our growth and have

a 5 year business plan to continue

on this exciting path 

  We’re a mix of client and agency-

side specialists, meaning you’ll get

different perspectives and be

equipped to deal with lots of

challenges and new opportunities 

We have visible company values,

which are the core of our business

and culture – check them out, on the

last page! 

You’ll learn quickly – Rapido infact!

So if you like a challenge, but also to

celebrate the wins and constantly

add to your skillset, we can offer all

this and more… 



We offer a celingless structure. That means that if you are driven and can identify

growth that benefits you, the company and our clients, we are all ears and want to see

the business case! 

 
 

How do we develop and
invest in our team? 

 Ffion – she joined 1.5 years ago, ID’d opportunities for our clients in other

channels, created new revenue streams for the company and now manages a

growing paid media team including development of our apprentice. Ffion is

on track to develop into a Head of Digital position, managing the delivery

team 

Case Study:



Sam – he joined a year ago as SEO executive and has flourished, now liaising directly

with clients and supporting new business and leading the SEO team, managing a

growing SEO team.

We invest in external specialist skillsets to develop our team, ensuring our

strategies are best in class for our clients and that our team are always learning

and have a specialist to ask for support 

 

Case Study:



 
Ffion, Danielle and Cristina – all are

currently completing degree level
Management Courses, funded by

Infinity Nation.  
Despite their busy workloads, the

hyper-organised nature of these three
ladies has meant they are able to

balance their studies, work and home
life, whilst moving up the development

ladder and accelerating their
progression, each took on more

responsibilities and received
promotions within 12-18months working

at Infinity Nation. 
 
 

We have a training budget and constantly review opportunities to invest in our team 

Case study: 



 
Most importantly, people are our biggest asset, and we listen to them.  

 
We conduct quarterly staff feedback forums and hold a quarterly all-company meeting. This gives everyone
an opportunity to share ideas and have their say. Financial and business information is shared with the whole

team.  

We work with SME Ecommerce
 brands that want rapid growth.  

Our team have exposure to tech partners including Shopify, Klaviyo and Klarna and we have

access to their partner training programmes, in turn broadening our horizons and offering best in

class strategies for our clients. 



In addition to this, we invest in WeThrive – a wellness portal to help our team
navigate challenges and equips them with actionable strategies to develop positive

skills and overcome them 

It’s one team, one goal! 

Our values:  
- The purpose of our company values is to ensure that we are all working as a

team, and have standard rules associated to each of our actions. 

  - Teams that collaborate and share the same goal(s) are more effective and

solve problems and achieve goals faster. 

  - Our values are also used as a measurement framework to encourage positive

personal conduct through the recruitment and onboarding process, and beyond. 

 



Our values:  

 
 

Integrity 
We act with integrity in every situation.  Trust is built through responsible actions and honest

relationships. We value everyone and treat people with dignity and professionalism. 

Teamship 
We all play for the Infinity Nation team; we succeed and overcome challenges together. We ask

is it good for me, is it good for the client, is it good for Infinity Nation and our goals, when

presented with challenges and opportunities. One team, one goal. 

Challenge 
We are fearless in challenging ourselves, our clients and our team. As you go through

challenges, you become stronger. Challenges stimulate growth, test your resolve and

commitment to yours’, the business’ and clients’ goals. When you overcome them, you develop

emotional and mental strength, build resilience and lay a solid foundation for success.

Accountability 
We are all responsible for our words, our actions, our commitments, our team and our results. 

Honesty 
We promote openness in everything we do. 
 It empowers us and enables us to develop

consistency in how we present the facts.
Honesty sharpens our perception and allows

us to observe everything around us with
clarity 


